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ABSTRACT

Sonoluminescence is the synchronous emissions of pulses of light that are

observed to originate from a gas bubble trapped at the pressure antinode of a

resonant sound field in a liquid. The duration of the pulse has been directly measured

by launching the light through an optical fiber into a streak camera equipped with a

linear array CCD detector. Questions regarding dispersion in the fiber and the funda-

mental limitations imposed by it are addressed. The resulting direct measurements

show that the duration of the emission is less than 8 picoseconds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. HISTORY

Sonoluminescence (SL) is the phenomenon of light emission from acoustically

driven gas bubbles. It was first discovered in 1933 when darkening of photographic

plates immersed in ultrasonically irradiated water was observed [Ref. 1]. In 1939 it

was discovered that the light intensity increased with decreasing temperature and also

with increasing water pressure. It was also determined that the SL was strictly related

to the acoustic field since SL was not observed in cavitation caused by boiling or flow

[Ref. 2].

In 1990, SL emission from a single bubble levitated at the pressure antinode of

an acoustic standing wave was observed by Felipe Gaitan [Ref. 3]. In 1991 Bradley P.

Barber et al attempted to resolve the time characteristics of single bubble SL. Using

the fastest available photomultiplier tube, they measured the rise and fall time caused

by a 34 ps laser pulser and SL. Comparison of the two signals led to the conclusion

that the width of the SL flashes is conservatively less than 50 ps [Ref. 4].

B. OVERVIEW

This work is a measurement of the duration of a single SL event giving a more

direct time resolution than has ever been achieved. The duration is measured with a

streak camera.

Chapter II describes the experiment setup and calibration procedure for both 10

ns and 2.3 ns streak camera sweeps. It also describes the measuring techniques

used. Chapter III provides the results and conclusions for the 10 ns streak camera

sweep and results, verification, and conclusions for the 2.3 ns streak camera sweep.

Chapter IV discusses dispersion and calculates the material and modal dispersion

1



caused by the optical fiber used in the measurements. It also includes dispersion

measurements. Chapter V contains system response calculations and measurements.

Chapter VI gives intensity calculations to determine the number of photons being

emitted by and the peak power of the SL. Chapter VII gives final conclusions.

Appendix A presents 10 ns sweep streak camera images and intensity plots.

Appendix B presents 2.3 ns streak camera images and intensity plots. Appendix C

presents blown up images and intensity plots of all the data used prior to computer

analysis. Appendix D provides all available data sheets for the equipment used.
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II. THE EXPERIMENT

A. SETUP

Figure 2 is a schematic of the eyperimental setup [Ref 5]. A function generator

produces a sine wave signal that goes to an amplifier. This amplified signal is used as

the driver for the acoustic field. The amplifier signal is fed through a coaxial cable to a

junction box where it is split into four separate leads to individual hollow, cylindrical

piezoelectric transducers which transfer acoustic energy to the water in the flask. The

transducers are epoxied to a 150 ml spherical flask and arranged in a tetrahedral

configuration. The flask is filled with an 80 % distilled water and 20 % glycerine

mixture solution that has been degassed. The flask is probed with a miniature

hydrophone to find its resonance frequency. A nominal resonance frequency of 31690

Hz produced a radially symmetric standing sound wave. A small amount of air is

injected into the flask using a hypodermic needle. This injected air evolves into a

single bubble which becomes trapped at the pressure antinode, centered in the flask.

With proper adjustment of the driving amplitude, the levitated bubble emits SL.

The entire flask is enclosed in an insulated "chill box" which is cooled to an

inside temperature of approximately 120 C as measured with a digital Fluke

thermocouple thermometer. The cooling is done to increase the intensity of the SL. It

is observed that cooling the solution improves the stability of the bubble. At room

temperature, the bubble has a tendency to jitter around the antinode location. At

cooler temperatures, it is observed that the jitter decreases substantially. A

photomultipier tube (PMT), also enclosed in the chill box, is used to detect the SL.

The PMT high voltage is supplied by a Power Designs (model 3K110B) High Voltage

3



Supply set at 2500 V. The PMT output signal is amplified using a Sonoma Instrument

310 Amplifier with a bandwidth of 10 kHz - 1 GHz and 32 dB gain. The signal then

goes to the events input of a Tektronix 501 Digital Delay (DD) before being used as

the external trigger input of a Stanford Digital Delay/Pulse Generator (PG). One output

of the PG is used to trigger an EG&G L-CA-24 Streak Camera with a Microchannel

Plate Intensifier (MCPI) attached. The MCPI is triggered by a second output from the

PG. The SL is launched into the streak camera through an optical fiber that is lowered

into the flask to within a few hundred microns of the SL bubble. The output of the

MCPI is focused with a Tinsley 2.5:1 lens into a Photometrics LTD Series 200

Charged Coupled Device (CCD) which interfaces with an Apple Macintosh computer

using the OMA V.1.2c program [Ref. 61. The trigger for the CCD is connected to the

start output of the DD. This configuration enables all the equipment to be phase

locked to the SL event. The PMT signal and the signal for the streak camera are

simultaneously monitored on a Tektronix 7104 1 -GHz Oscilloscope. A video monitor is

also connected to the CCD output so data can be viewed as it is taken without having

to wait for analysis. The CCD is 576 by 576 pixels which are all displayed on the

monitor.

The streak camera works by taking a light source input through a slit onto a

photocathode plate which converts the photon beam into an electron beam. This

conversion occurs at the front of the streak camera where a cathode is located. There

is an anode at the rear. A high voltage potential between the cathode and anode

accelerates the electron beam towards the rear of the camera where it strikes a

phosphorous plate which changes the electron beam into a monochromatic photon

beam. The attached MCPI amplifies the new photon beam which is then directed into

the CCD and captured by the computer. In the non-streaked mode, the electron beam

travels straight through the camera and strikes the phosphorous plate in one spot. In

the streaked mode, the electron beam is deflected from one side of the camera to the

other side. The deflection is caused by a cathode/anode pair on opposite sides of the

4
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camera and is controlled by a ramp charge. The ramp creates a high voltage potential

across the electrodes and deflects the electron beam all the way to one side so that

the beam strikes the edge of the phosphorous plate. When the camera is triggered,

the potential across the electrodes is reversed deflecting the electron beam to the

other side of the camera causing It to create a streak across the phosphorous plate.

The rate at which this potential is reversed gives the time duration of the entire sweep.

The speed resolution of the sweep Is calculated by taking the duration of the sweep

and dividing by the number of pixels in the sweep. This speed resolution allows for

calculating the duration of the SL. The duration of the initial light signal is found from

measuring the length of the streak created by the source and multiplying by the speed

of the sweep.

The entire system is triggered by the SL event and sends a signal through the

DD, which has been armed to start by the computer, to the PG. A delay has been set

to trigger the streak camera and MCPI to record the next SL event. Figure 2 shows

how the triggers are set with respect to each other and the SL event. The figure is not

to scale. Note that the SL event measured occurs after the SL event which triggered

the system.

system armed gstem triggered

Photomnetuics Camma

PM (Bubble) I
Diitl Delay Out. n• I, te I * off

SR Puse Gen (Streak M Cl) M

SR Pulse Gen (Streak Tedg)I

Figure 2 System Timing Showing Relative Position and Duration of All Signals
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B. CALIBRATION

1. 10 ns Sweep, 17.4 ps/pixel Speed ,jllbratlon

The ramp speed of the streak camera is set at 10 ns. This means that the

streak will cover the entire 576 pixels in 10 ns. Verification is done using a pulsed

laser source called a "comb."

A 3 GHz comb is used. This gives a burst of photons, referred to as a cycle,

every 0.33 ns. The result is

3x10 9 cycles (10x10- 9 sec) = 30 cycles

sec

or 30 peaks on the screen during the 10 ns sweep. Figure 3 is the 3 GHz comb

streak camera image and associated intensity plot. Time starts at the left and

advances to the right. The entire streak is 10 ns long and dividing by the number of

pixels in the streak gives a speed of

10x10- 9 sec (576 pixels)-1 = 17.4x10-12 sec = 17.4 Ps
pixel pixel

2. 2.3 ns Sweep, 4 ps/pixel Speed Calibration

The ramp speed of the stieak camera is set at 2.3 ns which is its fastest

setting. Verification is done using a 6 GHz comb. This gives a pulse of photons every

0.16 ns. The result is

6x10 9 cycles (2.3x10_ sec) = 13.8 cycles

sec

or 13.8 peaks on the screen during the 2.3 ns sweep. Figure 4 is the 6 GHz comb

streak camera image and associated intensity plot. Again time starts at the left and

advances to the right. The entire streak is 2.3 ns long and dividing by the number of

pixels in the streak gives a speed of 4 Ps
pixel

7



C. MEASURING TECHNIQUES

The streak camera is first run in the non-streaked mode in order to locate the SL

event on the sweep image. Once the SL event is located, the computer is used to

construct a rectangular box on the digital image with the SL event centered in it. The

length of the box matches the sweep length and the width is on the order of 30 pixels

which will give a little extra room on both top and bottom of the SL event display. The

box is constructed in order to eliminate the extra video display where the SL event

cannot be located. The optical fiber is in a fixed position at the entrance slit of the

streak camera and since the beam is not deflected vertically, the SL event display will

occur at the same vertical position throughout the sweep and only the horizontal

position will change. The camera is then switched to the streak mode and data is

taken. Due to the electronic nature of the CCD, there is a background signal and

scintillation signals also occur. The background signal is due to "dark current" in the

camera circuitry and generally has a level of approximately 300 counts/pixel for every

data run. The entire chill box and streak camera are covered to isolate them from any

external light. Scintillations are false signals due to "thermal blooming" and generally

give a few counts above background and are confined to one or two pixels. A signal

is determined to be an SL event by the vertical position in the box, by the intensity of

the signal display, and by the horizontal position in the box which corresponds to the

signal position on the oscilloscope. The position of the SL in the streak camera signal

corresponds to its position on the sweep. Any signal not meeting these criteria is

determined to be a scintillation.

Using the OMA V.1.2c program, a smaller rectangle is constructed to just

enclose the SL event vertically and includes almost the entire original box horizontally.

The data in this new rectangle is integrated vertically to change the 2-D image into a

1-D intensity plot which is made using the Kaleidegraph program [Ref. 7]. This

method eliminates any scintillations that are outside the chosen vertical position from

skewing the data. Each plot is background subtracted and normalized.

8
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Figure 3 3 GHz Comb Streak Camera Image and Intensity Plot, File #3GHz
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Sonoluminescence - Streak Camera Image and Plot
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Figure 4 6 GHz Comb Streak Camera Image and Intensity Plot, File #6GHz
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III. DATA RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. 10 ns SWEEP, 17.4 ps/pixel SPEED

1. Procedure

A driving frequency of 31690 Hz is used to generate the SL. This frequency

gives a calculated SL event cycle time of 31.556 pis. Next a 3M FP-1.0-UHT 1000

micron core optic fiber, 30.48 cm in length, is lowered into the flask to within

approximately 500 microns of the SL bubble. The distance between the fiber and the

SL bubble is visually estimated by comparison with the fiber core diameter.

Calculations for placing the SL event signal in the middle of the MCPI gate signal

gives a delay of 31.306 gs for the streak camera to activate after the system arming.

The MCPI has a set trigger that will activate 10 gs prior to the streak camera trigger

and the MCPI will stay active for 1 ms.

Following the measurement techniques previously given, data is taken

adjusting the streak camera trigger delay from 31.2863 to 31. -30 lis. Monitoring of

the signals on the oscilloscope allows the streak camera delay to be changed to vary

the position of the SL event signal within the MCPI gate signal in order to ensure that

none of the SL has been cut out of the measurement. A shorter delay gives a SL

event display late in the sweep and a longer delay gives a SL event display early in

the sweep. The SL event can be seen as it moves across the sweep as the delay is

changed. Jitter in the system is approximately less than 100 ps. Table I gives the

streak camera settings.

11



TABLE I

STREAK CAMERA SETTINGS FOR 10 ns SWEEP

SETTING READOUT SETTING READOUT

S-TUBE - 1.8279 +15V 1.4849

GATE 0.8045 +5V 0.4912

MCPI OUT 0.7947 -15V - 1.4790

+ RAMP - 2.4752 -5V - 0.4905

- RAMP 2.4932 +28V 2.8056

Once all the data has been stored in memory, it is analyzed and an

individual intensity plot of each measurement is constructed. The full width half

maximum (FWHM) of the plot is measured to give the duration of the event. Table II

gives the results after analysis. Figure 5 shows the streak camera image, the intensity

plot of the display, and a blown up intensity plot of the pulse to show the FWHM that

most closely resembles the average of the data. Appendix A gives streak camera

images and intensity plots for all the data used in Table II. All streak camera images

are a section of the entire sweep that is centered as much as possible around the SL

event display. Time starts at the top and advances downward meaning that the top of

the image is the earlier portion and the bottom is the later portion in time of the sweep.

Note: Some additional data was taken but not presented due to scintillations from the

MCPI that do not make the SL event display clear.

12



2. Results and Conclusions

The average of the data gives a streak length of 2.3 pixels with an averaged

SL event duration of 40.0 ps. This is less than the duration previously reported [Ref.

4]. The resolution of the CCD is 2 pixels so further time resolution is equipment

limited. This is when it was decided that the SL event duration is possibly shorter than

the 40.0 ps measured and that the measurements had met the limitations of the

equipment. Better time resolution of the SL event requires an increased ramp speed.

TABLE II

DATA ANALYSIS FOR 10 ns SWEEP

FILE # FIGURE # FWHM (pixels)

10s2 A-1 2.3

10s3 A-2 2.2

10s5 A-3 2.3

1s2 A-4 2.3

5sl A-5 2.1

6sl A-6 2.8

7s4 A-7 2.4

9sl A-8 2.2

9s4 A-9 2.2

9s5 A-10 2.2

AVERAGE 2.3

13
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Figure 5 Single Sonolummnescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #10S2
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B. 2.3 ns SWEEP, 4 ps/pIxel SPEED

1. Procedure

The streak camera ramp speed is increased to 2.3 ns which is the fastest it

will go. Speed calibration and verification is done as previously discussed. A driving

frequency of 31700 Hz is used to generate the SL which gives an event cycle time of

31.545 lis. Next a 3M FP-1.0-UHT 600 micron core optic fiber, 43.18 cm in length, is

lowered into the flask to within approximately 300 microns of the SL bubble. Again the

distance between the fiber and the SL bubble is visually estimated by comparison with

the fiber core diameter. A smaller core fiber is used to allow the fiber to be placed

closer to the SL bubble. Calculations for placing the SL event signal in the middle of

the MCPI gate signal gives a delay of 31.295 pgs for the streak camera to activate after

the system arming.

Following the measurement techniques previously given, data is taken

adjusting the streak camera trigger delay from 31.2863 to 31.3030 pgs. The same SL

event display movement is seen to occur as in the previous data set. Jitter in the

system is approximately less than 100 ps. Table Ill gives the streak camera settings.

Once all the data has been stored in memory, it is analyzed and an

individual intensity plot of each measurement is constructed. Table IV gives the

results of the data analysis. Figure 6 shows the the streak camera image, the intensity

plot of the display, and a blown up intensity plot of the pulse to show the FWHM that

most closely resembles the average of the data. Appendix B gives streak camera

images and intensity plots for all the data used in Table IV. All streak camera images

are a section of the entire sweep that is centered as much as possible around the SL

event display. As before, time starts at the top and advances downward. Note:

Some additional data was taken but not presented due to scintillations from the MCPI

that do not make the SL event dispay clear.
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TABLE III

STREAK CAMERA SETTINGS FOR 2.3 ns SWEEP

SETTING READOUT SETTING READOUT

S-TUBE - 1.8265 +15V 1.4855

GATE 0.8061 +5V 0.4918

MCPI OUT 0.7950 -15V - 1.4796

+ RAMP - 2.4764 -5V - 0.4913

- RAMP 2.4462 +28V 2.8171

2. Verification

Streak camera speed and CCD resolution is verified using a source of

known duration under the same conditions. A model PLK-820 picosecond laser pulser

with a known FWHM of 13 ps as measured by an autocontroller is used. The pulser,

launched through the same fiber, gives a streak length of 3.6 pixels at FWHM which

corresponds to 14.4 ps which is in agreement with the calibration data. The size of

the fiber attached to the pulser is 50 microns and coupling between the two fibers is

poor, thus making the pulser essentially a point source. Figure 7 is the streak camera

image and associated intensity plot of the pulser. The streak camera image is a

section of the entire sweep that is centered as much as possible around the SL event

display.

16



3. Results and Conclusions

The averaged data gives a streak length of 2.05 pixels with an averaged SL

event duration of 8.13 ps. The data are consistent throughout but since the CCD

resolution is 2 pixels, the measurement is equipment limited and establishes an upper

limit for the SL duration. This upper limit measurement implies a shorter SL duration

than previously reported elsewhere.

TABLE IV

DATA ANALYSIS FOR 2.3 ns SWEEP

FILE # FIGURE # FWHM (pixels) FWHM (ps)

95sl B-1 2.3 9.2

96sl B-2 2.2 8.8

96s2 B-3 2.5 10.0

97sl B-4 1.4 5.6

97s2 B-5 2.1 8.4

97s3 B-6 2.4 8.8

98sl B-7 1.8 7.2

98s2 B-8 2.0 8.0

98s3 B-9 1.9 7.6

99sl B-10 1.8 7.2

99s3 B-11 1.9 7.6

99s4 B-12 2.3 9.2

AVERAGE 2.05 8.13

17
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IV. DISPERSION

A. CALCULATION

There are two type of dispersion, modal and material. In an optical fiber, modal

dispersion will cause broadening of a monochromatic pulse due to different

transmission paths, or "modes", through the fiber. The different modes give different

transmission times due to different path lengths. Material dispersion causes the lower

wavelengths (higher frequencies) to travel slower than the longer wavelengths (lower

frequencies). This means that if the entire SL spectrum is emitted at the same time,

the red portion (longer wavelength) of the spectrum travels faster and arrives before

the blue portion (shorter wavelength) of the spectrum.

1. Modal Dispersion

Modal dispersion is due to the type of fiber used, either multi-mode or single

mode, and is dependent on the difference in the index of refraction between the fiber

core and the cladding. The numerical aperture (NA) of the fiber is dependent on the

index of refraction for the fiber cladding. A larger NA will allow more modes or paths

for the incident light to travel through the fiber. The shortest mode is the path that

travels straight through the fiber and the longest mode is the path that enters the fiber

at the largest allowable angle and is reflected the most as it travels through the fiber.

Modal dispersion will cause a broadening of a monochromatic signal from a light

source. The equation for maximum modal dispersion is

At Lnf [nt - 4]

where At is the time delay for the different modes, L is the length of the fiber, c is the

speed of light in vacuum, nt is the index of refraction for the fiber core, and nc is the
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index of refraction for the fiber cladding (Ref. 8]. The fiber used in the experiment is

multi-mode with a silica core and a silicone resin cladding. The index of refraction for

the fiber core is nf = 1.475 at X = 365 nm. The index of refraction for the cladding is

given by

nc = [n f2 - NA2]-2 [Ref. 8].

Using NA = 0.40 [Ref. 10] gives nc = 1.420. Substituting these values in the modal

dispersion equation and using L = 0.4318 m gives for a wavelength of 365 nm a

maximum delay time of

Att= 0.4318 (1.475) [1.475 _ I 82.3x10-12sec=82.3ps
2.998x1 08 11.420 I J=

The index of refraction for the fiber core is n, = 1.455 at X = 707 nm. Using

NA = 0.40 gives nc = 1.399. Substituting these values in the modal dispersion

equation and using L = 0.4318 m gives for a wavelength of 707 nm a maximum delay

time of

At = 0.4318 (1.455) 1.455 _ = 83.9x10-12 sec = 83.9 ps
2.998xl 08 1.399 j

Thus when the incident light is launched into all modes of the fiber, there will

be a maximum average delay of 83.1 ps between the lowest and the highest modes of

the fiber if the fiber is completely filled by the incident light. If the fiber is "underfilled"

then not all the transmission modes of the fiber are excited. The maximum modal

dispersion is less because the difference between transmission times of the lowest

and highest modes is less. The time difference due to modal dispersion is greater

than the measured duration of the SL event.
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2. Material Dispersion

Material dispersion is due to the frequency dependence of the index of

refraction of the fiber core. The equation for group velocity due to material dispersion

is

c +,c dn

where vg is the group velocity, c is the speed of light in vacuum, n is the index of

refraction at wavelength X, and J is how the index of refraction changes with

wavelength [Ref 11]. Material dispersion will cause a separation of pulses of different

wavelength from a light source. Using the fiber characteristics, the following

calculations are performed: The transmission time through the fiber is calculated for

the lower end and the higher end of the streak camera response curve. At the lower

end

X, = 365 nm n1 = 1.475 [Ref 12]

X2 = 405 nm n 2 =1.470

dn = (nl - n 2) = (1.475 - 1.470) = 0.005 1.25x105 m-1

d;, (X1 - X2) (365xl 0-9 - 405xl 0-9) 40xl 0-9

The group velocity for the 365 nm wavelength is

2.998x10 8  365x10- 9 (2.998x101) (1.25x10 5) = 1.970x108 mvg = 1.475 (1.475)2 s

Inverting gives

1L = 5.077x1 0-9 s
Vgi m

For a 0.4318 m length of fiber, the transmission times are

t, = 5.077x10 9 --1 (0.4318 m) = 2.192x10- 9 s = 2.192 ns
m

t2 =2.193 ns
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The same calculations are performed for the higher end of the SL spectrum

using

X3 = 707 nm n 3 = 1.455

X4 = 852 nm n 4 = 1.452

The corresponding = - 2.07x1 O'M' and the transmission times are

t3 = 2.117 ns

t4 = 2.117 ns

The difference in the transmission times due to material dispersion for the lower and

higher ends of the SL spectrum (487 nm bandwidth) is

At = tl - t4 = 2.192 ns - 2.117 ns = 0.075 ns = 75 ps

The time difference due to material dispersion has a length of 19 pixels which is

greater than the SL measurement.

B. DISPERSION MEASUREMENTS

Fiber dispersion testing is done using a 100 fs pulse Tsunami laser with a

wavelength of 760 nm which is at the high end of the response window for the streak

camera, and a KDP crystal for frequency doubling. The crystal will produce a second

pulse at double the frequency, half the wavelength, of the original pulse and will be at

the low end of the response window. This gives two synchronous, coherent pulses of

different known wavelength. The two pulses are then filtered to a lower intensity and

focused into the fiber and the experiment is performed [Ref 12]. Figure 8 is a

schematic of the fiber dispersion test layout (Ref 13].

During the test, the streak camera MCPI out setting was lower than the setting

used for the SL measurements. A lower setting gives a broader sweep image and

decreases the system resolution. The amount of dispersion will be different under the
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same SL measurement conditions. Therefore the dispersion measurements are not

under the same SL measurement conditions and are only used to determine the

dispersion characteristics of the fiber.

Figure 9 shows the streak camera plot of the two pulses without going through

the fiber [Ref 15]. The FWHM = 4 pixels = 16 ps and this is the new system resolution

for the lower MCPI out setting.

1. Modal Dispersion

The laser is launched into the fiber with the lower wavelength blue pulse

filtered out and the experiment is run. Figure 10 is the streak camera plot of the red

pulse at 760 nm with and without the fiber present [Ref 16]. The FWHM = 15 pixels =

60 ps with the fiber present. The measured modal dispersion at a wavelength of 760

nm is

15 pixels - 4 pixels = 11 pixels = 44 ps

The red pulse is filtered out and the experiment is run again on the blue

pulse. Figure 11 is the streak camera plot of the blue pulse at 380 nm with and

without the fiber present [Ref 17]. The FWHM = 10 pixels = 40 ps with the fiber

present. The measured modal dispersion at a wavelength of 380 nm is

10 pixels - 4 pixels = 6 pixels = 24 ps

The average measured modal dispersion is 9 pixels = 36 ps which is less than half the

calculated value. This difference is probably due to the actual index of refraction of

the cladding is different from that calculated. Due to the nature of the cladding, it is

not possible to measure its index of refraction [Ref 18].
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2. Material Dispersion

Both pulses are used and the experiment is run again. Figure 12 is the

streak camera plot of both pulses through the fiber [Ref 19]. The difference in the

peaks is

120.5 pixels - 92.5 pixels = 28 pixels = 112 ps

for the measured maximum material dispersion for a 380 nm bandwidth. Using

previous calculations, the calculated maximum material dispersion for a 380 nm

bandwidth is

At = tI - t3 = 2.192 ns - 2.117 ns = 0.075 ns = 75 ps = 19 pixels.

The difference in the delay is possibly due to the worst case scenario of one

beam taking the shortest mode and the other beam taking the longest mode due to

the launching conditions therefor the modal dispersion mist be taken into account.

Subtracting the total dispersion by the modal dispersion gives

28 pixels - 9 pixels = 19 pixels = 76 ps

for the measured material dispersion.
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V. SYSTEM RESPONSE

The measured duration of the SL event is 2.05 pixels but there should also be 19

pixels of material dispersion for the 425 nm bandwidth that the streak camera is

capable of detecting plus 9 pixels of modal dispersion for a total of 28 pixels due to

dispersion. The short duration of the actual measurement suggests that a bandwidth

smaller than 425 nm is actually being measured and that the fiber is being underfilled.

The effective response of the system must be calculated and verified to determine the

bandwidth that is being measured.

A. CALCULATION

Each part of the system has its own characteristic response curve. These curves

must be multiplied together, in a method termed "folding", to get the response of the

entire system. Figure 13 is the quantum efficiency (QE) curve for the streak camera.

Figure 14 is the transmission curve for the fiber [Ref 20]. The SL spectrum previously

done by Joseph T. Carlson [Ref 21] is adjusted for a different glycerine concentration

and a more intense bubble due to decreased solution temperature. The adjustment

evenly shifts the entire SL spectrum up by a factor of 10. The amount of the shift is

determined by a visual comparison between the two different SL sources. Using

these, a characteristic curve for the SL can be determined.

Figure 15 shows all 3 curves on the same plot before being multiplied together.

Folding all 3 curves together determines the response curve of the system and is

shown in Figure 16. The peak of the curve occurs at 470 nm and the curve has a

FWHM of 154 nm which is the effective bandwidth of the system response.
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B. MEASUREMENT

A deuterium light source (D2 lamp) closely resembles the SL curve for a non-

cooled solution [Ref 22] and using neutral density (ND) filters to lower the lamp

intensity to match the SL intensity of a cooled solution, the response of the system is

checked. Other ND bandpass filters with a 10 nm bandwidth are used to limit the

bandwidth and the light signal is lensed into the streak camera input. After measuring

the intensity at the input of the streak camera, the experiment is run to check for either

a response or no response on the video display. The DT lamp has a broadband

intensity of 80 i.W and at X. = 400 nm the intensity is 383 nW for a continuous wave

(CW). The results are given in Table V.

TABLE V

DATA ANALYSIS FOR SYSTEM RESPONSE

ND FILTER (nm) RESPONSE

None Yes

400 No

450 Yes

500 Yes

550 Yes

600 Yes

630 No

These results show a response bandwidth of 150 nm for non-cooied SL which

agrees with the calculated response curve for the cooled SL. It was also observed

that there is a minimum CW power response of 500 nW for the lens setup. A fiber

optic will deliver more power to the streak camera so the minimum power response for

the fiber optic setup will be lower. The response bandwidth is smaller at lower power.
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C. DISPERSION CALCULATION

Dispersion calculations are performed for a 141 nm bandwidth centered at the

470 nm peak system response. The lower end of the system response curve has from

previous calculations, a transmission time for a 405 nm wavelength as t2 = 2.19275

ns. Calculations for the higher end of the system response curve use

X = 508 nm n 5 = 1.462

S= 546 nm n 6 = 1.460

The corresponding

dn _ _ 5.26x10 4 m-1
dX

and the transmission time is

t6 =2.145 ns

The difference in the transmission times due to material dispersion for the lower and

higher ends of the system response spectrum (141 nm bandwidth) is

At = t2 - t6 = 2.193 ns - 2.145 ns = 0.048 ns = 48 ps

The time difference due to material dispersion has a length of 12 pixels which is

longer than the SL measurement.
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VI. INTENSITY CALCULATIONS

A HeNe laser is used to determine how many counts are generated by each

streak camera electron and ultimately the number of photons emitted by the SL. The

HeNe has a wavelength of 545.3 nm and a CW intensity of 32 1W as measured
cm

2

through the 600 micron core fiber with an EG&G photometer. The HeNe replaces the

SL and the experiment is performed. A representative section of the streak is picked,

digitally boxed and analyzed to give an average number of counts/pixel. After

subtracting the average background, the average is 685.31 counts/pixel for a 100 pixel

long section which gives 685.31 counts/pixel for 400 ps. The following calculations are

performed:

E =-hc X = 545.3 nm

E = 3.64x10-19 J photon energy

1 mW = 1x10-4 J = x10- 5 -J
s ps

at 545.3 nm

1 MW 1XI -15 ~J [2.75x1018 photon 2747 photons
ps p j PS

gives a laser intensity of

32X10-3 mW [2747 photons 1 = 87.9 photons

PS J PS

The 400 ps streak was made by 35165 photons. At 545 nm the QE of the streak

camera is 5.3 electrons [Ref. 23]. The new digital representative box has a total of
photon

1212 pixels, there are

685.31 counts (1212 pixels) = 8.306x1 0 counts
pixel
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This is produced by

3.516x10 photons .53 electrons] = 1.863x105 electrons3.56A 4 potos [.3photon

This results in

1.863x1 0 electrons = 0.2243 electrons or 4.458 CCD counts

8.306x1 0 counts CCD count electron

Or in terms of photons

3.516x1 04 photons = 4.233x1 0-2 photons
8.306x105 counts CCD count

when inverted gives

23.62 CCD counts
photon

The average 2.3 ns sweep SL event is picked to construct a box around the SL. The

box is averaged to get a total number of counts/pixel and multiplied by the total

number of pixels to give the average number of counts. The average background

count of 300 counts/pixel must be subtracted out to give the actual number of counts

for each SL event. The average number of counts for the SL is 1550. Appendix C

presents blown up images and intensity plots of all the data used prior to computer

analysis. Each plot shows FWHM and is superimposed over the SL event display.

The plot also shows the number of counts.

Using the 1550 average number of counts and the above calculations gives

1550 counts [4.233xl 0-2 65.6 photons

being collected by the optical fiber. The total number of detectable photons emitted

(TNDPE) by the SL can be calculated by

(TNDPE) = (# photons detected) 4
A3
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where Ae is the solid angle that launches into the fiber. The maximum incident angle

for transmission through the longest mode of the fiber is given by

Ow=sin-'I NA[

where no is the index of refraction for the glycerine solution [Ref 24]. Using

no = 1.357 for X = 589 nm [Ref 25] and NA = 0.40 gives Omax = 170. Any light incident

at an angle greater than Omax will not be transmitted through the fiber. The effective

area of the fiber being filled is only the inner 30.6 % of the core. This gives a AO of

AO = tan-1 (0.306) 300 pFm fiber core radius' = 0.2970 str
300 plm distance SL

which gives

(TNDPE) = 65.6 photons detected 4 2975 photons(0.29-70)2.=271htn

that can be emitted from the SL during one pulse and that are in the detectable

wavelength of the system.

The peak wavelength is assumed to be 470 nm which gives a photon energy

E = 4.22x1 0- 9 J. The number of photons emitted at this wavelength can be estimated

as

2975 photons = 19 photons at 470 nm

154 nm bandwith

The duration of the pulse is assumed to be 8.00 ps because dispersion is not evident.

This gives a detected peak power of

Pdet = 4.22X10-19  J 19 photons 1= 10.0x10 19 J = 10.0 gW

photon i 8.00 Ps Ps

and a maximum total detectable peak power of

Pmtd = 10.0 W{2]-Ai =453 pW
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that can be emitted from the SL during one pulse and that is in the detectable

wavelength of the system. Using the blackbody radiation theory for the SL spectrum.

the peak of the SL spectrum is calculated to be 265 nm which gives a photon energy

E = 7.49x10"-1J. The number of photons emitted at this wavelength can be estimated

as 38. This estimate is based on the SL spectrum and that it has twice the height at

265 nm than at 470 nm. This gives a peak power of

Ppeak = 7.49x1 0-19  J 38 photons" 35.6A10- 9 -- 35.6 Wphoton 1 8.00 ps J PS

and a maximum total peak power of

Pmax Pa =35.6lJ.W~ 1614lLW 1.614MIN

that can be emitted from the SL during one pulse.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

Measurements of a single sonoluminescence (SL) event are performed using a

streak camera system. Dispersion measurements on the fiber show that dispersion is

evident at a 4 ps/pixel sweep speed. A 100 fs pulse is used for the measurements

and has a FWHM = 4 pixels = 16 ps. This establishes a system resolution of 4 pixels.

The measured material dispersion of the system is 28 pixels = 112 ps. The calculated

material dispersion is 19 pixels = 75 ps. The calculated average modal dispersion is

21 pixels = 80 ps. Modal dispersion for X = 760 nm is measured at 15 pixels = 60 ps.

Modal dispersion for X = 380 nm is measured at 10 pixels = 40 ps. All dispersion

measurements are done at a lower MCPI out setting which causes a low system

resolution.

At the optimum MCPI out setting, SL measurements at a 17.4 ps/pixel sweep

speed show a duration upper limit of 2 pixels = 35 ps which is believed to be the

system resolution limit. At a 4 ps/pixel sweep speed, measurements of a 13 ps pulser

show 4 pixels = 16 ps and verify the system resolution of 2 pixels. Measurements of a

single SL event at the 4 ps/pixels sweep speed show a duration of 2 pixels = 8 ps.

All the data are consistent however there are inconsistencies between

measurement trials. The first inconsistency is in the 100 fs pulse having a FWHM = 4

pixels which is longer than the SL measurements. This could be due to the difference

in the MCPI out settings. Other inconsistencies occur in all the dispersion

measurements and calculations being longer than the SL measurements. Modal

dispersion is not observed in either the pulser or the SL measurement because both

sources act as point sources and do not excite all the possible transmission modes in

the fiber. Material dispersion is not observed in the pulser because it has a small

bandwidth and the dispersion is smaller than the camera resolution. Material

dispersion should be evident in the SL measurement because of the effective system

response bandwidth but it is not observed. This leads to the conclusion that a smaller
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effective system response bandwidth is being measured. This could be due to the

computer system interface and the program used, neither of which can be taken into

account for a measurement. The lack of identifiable dispersion warrants the

assumption that the dispersion in the measurement is zero otherwise the SL duration

goes into the femtosecond region which is not predicted by hydrodynamic modeling

[Ref 23]. Based on this assumption, calculations are performed to give a peak power

of 1.614 mW emitted by the SL. All measurements lead to the conclusion that the

time resolution of a single sonoluminescence event is less than 2 pixels = 8 ps.

Recommendations for future measurements are to use a single mode fiber that

has a core size on the order of the SL bubble size. This will eliminate any modal

dispersion and will ensure that the fiber is "filled" by the SL. In order to eliminate any

material dispersion, the fiber should also have a small transmission bandwidth. This

would mean that many measurements with different transmission bandwidth fibers

would need to be done to have a measurement of the entire SL spectrum.
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APPENDIX A. 10 ns SWEEP, 17.4 ps/pixel SPEED DATA
STREAK CAMERA IMAGES AND PLOTS

Figures A-1 through A-10 show the streak camera images and plots of all the

data used for analysis given in Table II. The greyscale for the images varies to give

the best contrast between the SL event and the background. The top intensity plot is

over the entire sweep length and the bottom intensity plot is on blown up to show

FWHM.
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Figure A-1 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #10s2
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Figure A-2 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #10s3
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Figure A-3 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #10s5
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Sonoluminescence - Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure A-4 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #1 s2
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Figure A-5 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #5s1
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Sonoluminescence - Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure A-6 Single Sonofuminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #6sl
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Figure A-7 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #7s4
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Sonoluminescence - Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure A-8 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #9sl
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Sonoluminescence - Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure A-9 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots. File #9s4
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Sonoluminescence - Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure A-10 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #9s5
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APPENDIX B. 2.3 ns SWEEP, 4 ps/pixel SPEED DATA

STREAK CAMERA IMAGES AND PLOTS

Figures B-1 through B-12 show the streak camera Images and plots of all the

data used for analysis given in Table IV. The greyscale for the images varies to give

the best contrast between the SL event and the background. The top Intensity plot is

over the entire sweep length and the bottom intensity plot is on blown up to show

FWHM.
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Sonoluminescence- Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure B-1 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #95sl
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Sonoluminescence -Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure B-2 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #96s1
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Sonoluminescence - Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure B-3 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #96s2
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Sonoluminescence - Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure B-4 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #97s-
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Sonoluminescence - Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure B-5 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #97s2
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Sonoluminescence - Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure B-6 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #97s3
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Sonoluminescence - Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure B-7 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #98sl
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Sonoluminescence- Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure B-8 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #98s2
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Sonoluminescence -Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure B-9 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #98s3
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Sonoluminescence - Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure B-10 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #99sl
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Sonoluminescence- Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure B-11 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #99s3
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Sonoluminescence - Streak Camera Image and Plots
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Figure B-12 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plots, File #99s4
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APPENDIX C. STREAK CAMERA IMAGES AND PLOTS OF
ALL DATA USED PRIOR TO ANALYSIS

All figures are reproductions from a video monitor. Figures C-1 through C-10

show the streak camera images and intensity plots of all the data used for analysis

given in Table II. Figures C-11 through C-22 show the streak camera images and

intensity plots of all the data used for analysis given in Table IV. Figures C-25 through

C-27 show the streak camera images and intensity plots of the HeNe laser. Figure C-

28 shows the streak camera image and intensity plot of the picosecond pulser.

Figures C-29 and C-30 show streak camera images and intensity plots of the SL in the

non-streaked mode. All images have been enlarged to show resolution and the graph

is a blown up portion of the entire graph to show resolution. The two are not on the

same scale. Some images have broad bands through them which are the sides of the

rectangular boxes constructed around the SL and that show up on the video monitor.
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Figure C-2 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #10s3
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Figure C-3 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #1Os5
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Figure C-4 Single Sonolumninescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #1 s2
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Figure C-5 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #5sl
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Figure C-6 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot. File #6sl
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Figure C-7 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #7s4
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Figure C-8 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #9sl
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Figure C-9 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #9s4
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Figure C-10 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #9s5
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Figure C-AI Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #95sl
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Figure C-12 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #96sl
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Figure C-13 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #96s2
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Figure C-14 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #97sl
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Figure C-15 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #97s2
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Figure C-16 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File 097s3
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Figure C-17 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #98sl
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Figure C-18 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #98s2
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Figure C-19 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #98s3
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Figure 0-20 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, Fife #99s1
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Figure C-21 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #99s3
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Figure C-22 Single Sonoluminescence Event Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #99s4
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Figure C-23 3 GHz Comb Streak Camera Image and Intensity Plot, File #3GHz
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Figure C-25 HeNe Streak Camera Image Normal Size, File #HeNe N

Figure C-26 HeNe Streak Camera Image Zoomed, File #HeNe Z
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Figure C-27 HeNe Streak Camera Image Zoomed and Intensity Plot, File #HeNe G
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Figure C-28 13 ps Laser Pulser Streak Camera Image and Intensity Plot, File #p8
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Figure C-29 Single Sonoluminescence Event Non-streaked Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #1nsl
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Figure C-30 Single Sonoluminescence Event Non-streaked Streak Camera Image

and Intensity Plot, File #4nsl
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APPENDIX D. DATA SHEETS FOR EQUIPMENT

Figures D-1 through D-3 show the available data sheets for the equipment used.
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Figure D-2 Fiber Characteristic Data Sheet #2
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Figure D-3 13 Picosecond Pulser Data Sheet
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